


ProLite, the new trend-setting series from 

sonor.  the heritage of over 135 years of drum- 

making experience meets the passion, knowledge 

and creativity of sonor’s international team 

of design engineers, professional players, 

distributors and retailers. using only the finest 

hand-picked wood selections from eco-friendly 

resources, precision metal components, and 

a superior lacquering process, each drum is 

a piece of art. made and assembled with care 

to meet advanced demands and set the bar for 

professional drums, prolite combines superior 

tone, leading-edge design, function and precision 

to deliver the perfect tools for your musical 

inspirations. the perfect match for your gig,  

no matter what style you play!

for the drummer, there should be more to life than 

just another set of drums…sonor!

„The Drummers Drum“



in the 137 years since its founding in 1875, sonor 

has endured the longest history in producing  

top of the line drum instruments, while staying 

true to the company’s mission:

to create, engineer and manufacture the best 

drums by combining the highest precision with 

sonic perfection.

longtime sonor artist and jaZZ great  
jack de johnette in a sonorlite advert

under this agenda, sonor developed countless 

groundbreaking innovations that benchmarked 

the standards for international drum 

manufacturing. many unique sonor features 

have influenced the drum world significantly  

and continue to push the envelope in development 

amidst the competition.

sonor rose to the top gaining an international 

reputation during the 70’s and ever since has set 

the bar with legendary series such as: phonic, 

signature, hilite, lite and designer. the legacy 

continued into the new millennium with: delite,  

s classix, and the “rolls royce” of all drums - sq² 

today, that same legacy and mission leads us to the 

introduction of the new prolite series. 

our understanding of continuity, quality, 

aesthetics and perfection is not only reflected 

in the product, it’s a way of life for the people 

who develop, manufacture and play our drums. 

our skilled workers are highly qualified and 

inspired specialists who put their heart and 

knowledge into the development, production and 

sales of sonor products.  we believe in long term 

relationships and partnerships around the world 

from raw material suppliers to distributors, 

retailers to the players. sonor is proud of the 

many experienced craftsmen that have been in the 

company for more than 40 years, imparting their 

knowledge on the next generation of drum makers. 

for many decades, top drummers from around  

the world have chosen sonor because of the  

un-matched sound, un-compromised design  

and durability even under extreme environments. 

world famous sound engineers, drum techs 

and countless customers worldwide have come 

to trust in the sound, precision and variety of  

sonor drums.

 

    karl-heinZ menZel 

managing director          



ProLite Construction
Cross LaminaTeD Tension Free ProCess (CLTF) –  

sonor cross-laminates shells for superior  

stability, sonically enhanced resonance and 

spectacular tone.

the cltf process is a result of years  of research by 

sonor craftsmen.

sonor selects only the finest wood from environ-

mental friendly sources. 

the prolite maple woods are handpicked  only from 

leading suppliers worldwide. 

all shells are measured and precisely cut to 

perfection.



Features That matter
redesigned ToTaL aCousTiC resonanCe (T.a.r.) 

mounting system vibration free mounting results  

in pure tone and warm sustain.

enhanced by total acoustic resonance and 

advanced projection system your drum enjoys sonic 

freedom and stays mechanically stable, resulting 

in beautiful tone and unmatched projection.  

TunesaFe – right in tune, 100% of the time!

all sonor lugs are equipped with the patented 

tune safe, which prevents the tension rods from 

loosening. tune safe supports maximum tuning 

stability even under extreme environments. 
 

the patented aDvanCeD ProjeCTion sysTem (aPs) 

prevents direct contact between wood and metal, 

and supports the powerful sonor sustain.



     

inside The shell
45 Degree Bearing eDge      
sonor drums feature a 45 degree bearing edge, 

designed and introduced by sonor in 1975,  

which is an important component of the signature 

sonor sound.
 

oPTimum sheLL measuremenT (osm)

sonor implements a slightly narrow outside shell 

measurement for optimiZed head contact. 

this is a sonor specialty, resulting in excellent 

tone, better sustain and controlled decay.  

the  core of the prolite series is the sound spectrum 

provided by the extremely thin vintage maple 

shells with reinforcement ring. these provide an 

unmistakably open sound and an enormously wide 

tuning range for practically all styles of music. 

sonor’s vintage maple shell is characteriZed by a 

soft, warm tone that highlights the lower pitches 

and provides balance in the mid-range and treble, 

without sacrificing projection and power.

 

 

Soundspektrum - muss nachgebaut werden 



Precise and smooth
new: DuaL gLiDe sysTem snare strainer mechanism  

a new and innovative snare mechanism is now 

incorporated into the new prolite series. 

the new strainer mechanism features a technically 

perfected snare wire engage-and-release system, 

along with great adjustability and a solid look 

and feel. “dual glide system” refers to the precise 

and smooth action, which in turn eliminates any 

un-wanted sounds when the snare wires are placed 

in “on” or “off” position. both the strainer and butt 

sides are equipped with a fast-release snare wire 

detach function, allowing the drummer to change 

the resonant head without having to loosen and 

adjust the snare wires. a fine-tune adjustment 

knob is employed on both sides. 

thanks to the well thought-out design and 

construction, the new strainer also works to 

replace the current strainer on most of sonor 

snare drums, and is available as an individual 

component!

 

14" x 6" diecast hoops 14“ x 6“ power hoops

14“ x 5“ power hoops 14“ x 5“ power hoops (steel shell)

14“ x 5“ diecast hoops 14“ x 5“ diecast hoops (steel shell)

14“ x 6“ diecast hoops (brass shell) 12“ x 5“ power hoops

14“ x 5“ diecast hoops (brass shell) 14“ x 5“ power hoops (brass shell)

snare Wires
sonor snare wires are handmade in germany.

you have the choice of stainless steel, brass and 

bronZe wires in different configurations.

fine-tune your sound with these premium wires.



WM = with BD mount; NM = no BD mount
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Bass Drum Tom Tom Floor Tom

Studio 1 Set 20 x 17.5 NM 10 x 8 14 x 14

12 x 9

22 x 17.5 NM 10 x 8 14 x 14

12 x 9

22 x 17.5 NM 10 x 8 16 x 16

12 x 9

18 x 14 WM 12 x 5 SDW 8 x 7 14 x 12

20 x 17.5 NM 13 x 5 SDW 10 x 7 14 x 14

20 x 17.5 WM 14 x 5 SDW 10 x 8 16 x 14

22 x 17.5 NM 14 x 5 SDWD 12 x 8 16 x 16

22 x 17.5 WM 14 x 5 SDS 12 x 9 18 x 16

22 x 19.5 NM 14 x 5 SDB 13 x 10

22 x 19.5 WM 14 x 5 SDSD 14 x 11

24 x 17.5 NM 14 x 5 SDBD

14 x 6 SDW

14 x 6 SDWD

14 x 6 SDBD

Prolite Series Pre-configurations Snare Drum

Stage 2 Set

Stage 3 Set

Single components

every Drum as uniQue as 
your FingerPrinT 
sonor was the first company to introduce and 

use spectacular vertical veneers on drums and 

this has become a trademark of the company. 

wood is a naturally growing product, diverse 

and  unique in its pattern and beauty. vertical 

veneers are selected, set by hand and matched 

for your drum in-house by master craftsmen. 

each veneer sheet is one of a kind and makes each 

drum unique like your personal fingerprint.  

special sonor lacquer formula is used to benefit 

the grains best as possible. sonor features a 

rotating drying process for perfect surfaces 

without lacquer drips. sonor shells are hand 

lacquered – 5 lacquering steps per shell. all shells 

are  hand sanded and  hand buffed – 7 times per 

shell. this extremely detailed process results in 

superior brilliance on sonor’s lacquered shells. 

ebony white stripes (exotic veneer high gloss)  walnut brown burst (exotic veneer high gloss) red tribal (exotic veneer high gloss)

 brillant black (high gloss) silver sparkle (high gloss) ruby red (high gloss)

natural (semi gloss) nussbaum (semi gloss) cream white (semi gloss)



www.sonor.com


